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Plateau Effect | Cullbergbaletten 2013 | Choreographer Jelta van Dinther | Lighting designer Minna Tiikkainen | Composer/Sound designer David Kiers | Stage designers Simon
Häggblom and Karin Lind (SIMKA) | Photo Urban Jörén

Staging Thinking,
Breaking
Boundaries and
Being Site Specific

Do we performance designers think conventionally or are theatres conventional spaces as a whole? In
her dissertation, Kathleen Irwin asks: “…firstly, how and why does site profoundly generate meaning
to the audience in site-specific performance, and secondly – what is the role of the scenographer/artist
in this activity?” This is a fundamental question that encompasses the entire field of the performing
arts. For me, going outside theatre buildings into found spaces is not the only way of creating a new
kind of aesthetics of the theatre – art is always about artistic thinking.
Also, on the ready-built stages of theatres, one has to be capable of actively breaking down fences,
changing established practices, and creating novel, bold, interesting and visual forms of performance.
In Finland, the pronounced development of lighting design that occurred in the 1980s through dance
theatre is now pleasantly evident in spoken theatre, sound design is gradually establishing itself, and
the devising, devised theatre familiar from the process methods of dance performances is growing
more common during rehearsals for spoken plays.
At the moment, the entire visual world that we see on the performance stage, the landscape, is still
described using the word scenography. I have always found this concept problematic; it does not communicate the real and continuously shifting nature of the work, nor does it represent for me a contemporary conception of the performing arts. What is scenography is at this moment very difficult
to define – even the concept expanded scenography does not convey it properly, even for professionals.
I prefer the term performance design, which in English expresses rather precisely what all of us
designers (stage, costume, lighting, video, and sound designers) really do for the performance – we
design an as-yet nonexistent performance from our own position as artist. This conception also levels
the old working hierarchies of the theatre, its conventional thinking. It is not the director who is above
all, with the other artists as subordinates and servants; it is the performance that is above all, served by
all the artists – the director, the designers, and the actors. Nowadays our work increasingly crosses professional boundaries; it is collegial and collaborative, involving the entire team. The term performance
design also leaves the form of performance undefined; it doesn’t bind it purely to theatre performances
or performances executed at buildings constructed to present on theatrical performances. There is such
a diversity of performance formats. So many things perform. To me, the work of the scenographer has
never been or never should have been allowed to be purely two-dimensional, sight-based decoration
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The Idiot (Idiootti) | Espoo City Theatre 2009 | Stage and costume designer Reija Hirvikoski | Projections Reija Hirvikoski/Kaisa Salmi/Stefan Bremer | Lighting designer Kaisa Salmi | Sound designer Tommi Koskinen | Photos Reija Hirvikoski

of dramatic texts, mise-en-scène, or the visualising of the writer’s thoughts. The artistic premise of
a performance must always be both the shared premise of the artistic team and the private one of the
individual artist. As a designer, I have always had a significant impact on the production’s contents, its
form – I have been its visual director.
In Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological philosophies, he sought the intellectual preconditions
of visible perceptions by focusing on the complete landscape, which reaches one’s mind through sight
and embodiment. He maintained: “There’s no vision without thought. But it is not enough to think in
order to see. Vision is a conditioned thought; it is born as occasioned by what happens in the body.”
It is not just sight and design that generates meanings in a performance; it’s also about being immersed
in the space around us. The world is all around us, not just in front of us. This is the case with performance spaces as well; no theatre space or stage is simply there in front of us. I agree that the site has
an aesthetic, cultural, social and political meaning, but is this only true in site-specific performances?
Every performance site should have the potential to affect the designer’s solution, from the stage of a
purpose-built theatre to a black-box studio or found space.
Rather than conventionally focusing on design aesthetics in a theatre performance, we should expand
our thinking through the understanding of performing space. In spacing and staging a performance, the
understanding of how site, space and design affect the performance’s functional action plays a key role
in determining how designers can provoke performers and spectators to sense the performance in varying ways. Through this type of thinking, it should also be possible to produce a fresh new aesthetics of
performance. I claim that every space is always scenographic, the space is always part of the performance design, and a performance should always be, in that sense, site-specific.
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Fellman Field – Living Monument of 22,000 People | A performance by Kaisa Salmi 2013 | Involved audiences in the
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Expanded
Scenography
– A Conversation
on the Changing
Field of
Contemporary
Performance Design
More and more frequently, contemporary performance design is conceived not so much as an amalgamation of physical objects or the visual presentation of metaphorical images, but in terms of event,
experience, and action. Perspectives emphasising the (re)active, transformative and evental nature of
performance design diverge from the traditions of modern theatre, in which scenography is seen as a
three-dimensional, visual, conceptual and spatial semiotic tapestry of the performance text, often prereading the dramatic premise and as such arranged in accordance with a predefined interpretation.
In that tradition, performance design is conceived as a staging to be viewed from outside the performance and containing the secret keys to interpretation awaiting the observant spectator, whose job it is
to crack the visual code of the scenic design in order to understand what the performance is about.
The static nature of performance design has been questioned during the history of modern scenography
long before Hans-Thies Lehmann, for instance, whose conceptualisations of post-dramatic theatre
have since formed into the origo defining approaches to and the aesthetics of contemporary theatre
(see Lehmann 19991). For proponents of the historical avant-garde, such as Edward Gordon Craig
and Adolphe Appia, the function and aesthetics of the stage are defined specifically by performativity
– not reproduction, representation, or purely aesthetic values. Craig for instance proposed a certain
stage-spatial organism, an architectonic construction “that would have a life of its own”. Adolphe
Appia shared Craig’s view that designing stable, spatial objects as the backdrop for a drama was not
the fundamental task of performance design.
Contemporary performance is reconsidering and deconstructing the bases of performance design both
in relation to new notions of sensability as well as to perspectives of agencies related to social context,
environment, and ubiquitous technologies and mediated society. Approaches that emphasise process
and group-based “open code” working methods have opened up new ways of perceiving the field.
I invited two of my colleagues who work with performance and artistic research, Elina Lifländer and
Kaisa Salmi, to discuss and open up their perspectives on meaningful ways of approaching contemporary performance design. The observations and insights that stem from my own artistic research on
performance design, as distinctly an evental space and situation, acted as the starting points for our
discussion. In the conversation that follows, we discuss how each of us individually approaches performance design on the basis of expanded conceptualisations of and practices in performance design.
1

Lehmann, Hans-Thies: Postdramatisches theater (1999)
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We reflect on our relationship to cracks in traditional conceptions of the field, our roles as creators of
performances, influences on our work, and links to broader cultural and societal contexts.

How do you conceive or how would you characterise the concept of "performance design"?
Elina Lifländer: I see the concept of performance design from two vantage points: as a field in which
designers from the performing arts (scenographers as well as lighting, video, sound and costume
designers) come together under a single “umbrella”. This notion is particularly suited to team-based,
so-called devising approaches, in which everyone designs the entire production and also has a varying
and reciprocal influence on spatial, directorial, and content decisions. Another dimension for me is,
then, the expanding roles of contemporary scenography: performances stepping out of theatre spaces
and narrative-based premises, and the person who calls the performance together or comes up with the
concept can be an artist or designer from any field whatsoever.

In the best cases, performance design opens up the
work’s contents and makes it possible to view the work
from several different perspectives
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Kaisa Salmi: I do participatory art. The works I do can be environmental, performance, or installation
art. For instance, in the piece Fellman Field – a Living Monument for 22,000 people, we attempted,
through a shared common experience, to embody historical events that have remained unspoken.
The purpose of the Fellman Field was to serve as a reminder of what happened 95 years ago: 22,000
“Reds” were gathered on a prison camp run by the “Whites” at the end of Finnish Civil War (1918).
The prisoners suffered from hunger and disease. During the performance, participants were directed
to scream, sing, scour the ground for crumbs of bread, raise their hands in supplication to heaven, hide
their faces. The goal of the performance was reconciliation. (Fellman Field took place on April 28,
2013 in Lahti, Finland).
Due to the complexity of definitions, I think of myself simply as an artist. Like environmental art, performance art is site-specific, whether executed alone or participatorily. In the aforementioned genres,
performance design encompasses not only the form and the external surface, but the internal structure,
the dramaturgy. The performance design can arise during the same process and the same time as other
elements or act as a catalyst or as an answer to them. In the best cases, performance design opens up
the work’s contents and makes it possible to view the work from several different perspectives.
Maiju Loukola: I like the notion of expanded scenography, as based on it, performance design can be
seen as a strategy of spatial dramaturgy that activates the spectator experience. When it comes to performance design, my personal premise is that the performance experience that forms through hybrids
of physical space and media spaces is an “evental space”, one that is not finished or whole, but an
open, continuously shifting, reactive and transformative situation. I think that the performance forms
specifically within the spectator, as his or her corporal, embodied experience. This is how I approach
my artistic praxis.
I also feel that traditional notions require refreshing in this new situation, in which artists in the audiovisual fields of the performing arts are shifting from working solely within four walls towards other
evental, performative, and experiential environments. Such environments include, for instance, public
spaces or places that, in terms of the traditional notions of theatre, are in the “wrong context”, like
prisons, hospitals, or any public space that people pass through on a daily basis. Alongside physical
spaces, these new performance environments include various intermedial, hybridic combinations of

the physical and mediated realms, as well as “pure” mediascapes and augmented and virtual environments. In my own work, I deal specifically with the aforementioned — combinations of the physical
and mediated realms.

From what basis do you approach the performance – as a space, a situation,
an event, or something else? And also, what is your role as a creator of the
performance?
Kaisa: My own role is often ideating and identifying and executing the idea that’s the strongest or, in
my mind, the best. I approach the production and the performance as both space and situation.
Usually large, participatory works of art are classified as events. The event or work of art is most often
a process that changes along with the external factors or the community. Opposing forces that hamper
and hinder the process are often involved. These opposing forces and errors may also become the most
interesting elements in the whole.
When I design the visuality of, for instance, a work of contemporary dance, I try to change the space
to correspond to the content and life it contains. I try to open the space up into the shared experience
and mindscape of the spectator and the performer. Miracles happen through the doing itself, but not
always.

I think of authorship as something open – depending on
the situation, it can be defined based on an itch,
a concept, or troubling or stimulating theme.
Maiju: On the basis of situation and event, absolutely. I’m interested in thinking about the performance as the space and place where the various phenomena produced by the “scenographic” gestures
are made manifest. Such spaces are non-static situations that facilitate and catalyse change. I am very
fond of media artist–scenographer Frank den Oudsten’s notion that scenography is characterised first
and foremost by a surrealist potential that produces uncertainty of space, time, and narrative.
In layman’s terms, that means an effect that comes out of the blue, that has an unexpected impact on
the spectator(-experiencer)’s experience and interpretation, one that in some way nudges it off
expected paths.
In my research, I have also considered this “gesture of reversal” in terms of Aristotle’s concept of
peripeteia: in the terminology of Aristotelian tragedy, peripeteia refers to discontinuity, a change in the
direction of action, a turning towards the commencement of new action and a change of actor. To me,
this sort of continuous discontinuity is the whole crux of the matter.
I think of authorship as something open – depending on the situation, it can be defined based on an
itch, a concept, or troubling or stimulating theme. I find team-based work, such as devising, actionresearch and theme-based approaches, the most meaningful ways of kicking off the performance process. For me, creating a performance is more and more often research and experimentation, and this
being the case I experience process-based creation as one of the more rewarding formats.
Elina: My role is to contribute as spatial artist, scenographer, or performance designer to performances
that emphasise activity, participation, inclusion, and multi-sensoriness. I often participate in the works’
body-based processes and movement exercises in order to gain information on the aesthetic aspects of
the work that develop wordlessly, such as rhythm, mood, and idiom of movement. I’ve also become
more than familiar with producer-type organisational tasks through various projects and teamwork
processes. The entire performance process may start off from associations and references sparked by
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a certain space. For instance, we conducted multi-sensory tests of the spatial experience of the Lauttasaari water tower, which is going to be demolished. We shot and recorded spatial performance interventions in the tower in August 2013 as rehearsal and background material of sorts. We explored the
space’s spatial and experiential dimensions, such as the slope of the surfaces, the dryness of the air, the
differences in height, and the infinite echoing. The term “performance designer” also describes what
I do in that I’m often the designer or catalyser of the whole performance concept or event. Sometimes
I’d like to completely drop the title of scenographer because of its historical connotations and the erroneous associations it’s loaded with, but if I do that, the way my profession is viewed won’t be allowed
to expand, it will simply vanish.

What contexts, backgrounds, and traditions are your artistic work and research interests linked to?
Maiju: The work I do is linked to the fundamental premises typical of art in which moving and projected images are in central role. These premises are a particular relationship to space, time, and
materiality and an emphasis on the spectator’s personal bodily experience. Referential relationships
to corporality, conceptions of sensability and senses, various phantasmic elements, and surrealism are
also crucial. I attempt to produce connections between mediatised forms of scenography and mediaaesthetic ideas that stress the multisensory experience.
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Bodies Are No Good | Oblivia 2005 – video scenery/anticipation | Performance
concept Working group | Videos Maiju Loukola | Lighting designer Pexi Pitkänen |
Sound designer Lauri Luhta | Photos Maiju Loukola

Elina: Contemporary art, contemporary performance, and contemporary scenography, happenings,
devising-based methods of teamwork, post-dramatic theatre, environmental theatre, site-specificity,
immersiveness, cross-disciplinary work, multi-sensoriness, participatory performance, environmental
and spatial art, and artistic research.

Sensable Screening – Sculpting with Projections | A peer-reviewed workshop laboratory in practice-based artistic research on performance design |
TESTing2013, international research workshop in World Stage Scenography/
WSD2013 event | Wales/UK, Cardiff 9.–13.9.2013 | Photos Maiju Loukola

The premises of my artistic activities and research can be traced to broader international shifts in the
field of the performing arts, where dismantling the hierarchies of performance elements and professional roles, striving for equality, and highlighting the audience member as an individual and a creative
resource that can advance the artistic process play key roles.
Kaisa: Participatory contemporary art, participatory performance art, environmental art, participatory
installation art, live installation, political art, documentary cinema, and situational sculpture.

Do you take a stance? Do you base your work on thinking and doing things
differently, renewal, combining, crossing traditional borders – if you believe
these things are visible?
Kaisa: Yes, absolutely. Taking a stance is one of the bases and motivating factors for my art. I try to
make difficult subjects or suppressed topics visible from new perspectives.
Elina: Always. For instance, I consider how spectator-experiencers can be integrated experientially
into the work of the performance designer – into spatial decisions. The expansion of the concept and
field of scenography is another mission of mine. Scenography continues to be an invisible profession,
in that few people outside the field understand what this work involves or could involve. In my view,
scenography is spatial thinking and making a spatial experience sharable; it is focusing, limiting, and
directing attention; it is interweaving spatial perspectives with relationships between people. At the
beginning of Pamela Howard’s book, American scenographer Rajesh Westerberg answers the question What is scenography? with “Scenography is the alchemy of sensory elements for performance.”
The Egyptian scenographer Nesreen Hussein: “The constant shift of perception of body, space, time,
and meaning.” These characterisations feel apt and open-minded.
Maiju: Without a doubt. As I consider media from the perspectives of touch and bodily perception
during my artistic research, another one of my goals is breaking down crude oppositions between
“live” and “mediatised”. I also want to bring the virtual world, which has a tendency to spin out of
control, back down to earth, to the human level, to the perspective of the experiencer. Dealing with the
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knowing, sensing, and meaningfulness that forms through the sensory experience is dealing with being
in the world. It is a making visible of the historical, discursive connections registered in our sensememory that circle back to our own perspectives and experiences. It is the simultaneity of the most
personal and intimate, and the most collective and universal.

How do you view the field of Finnish performance and performing arts in
relation to, for instance, international points of reference, or to other artistic
genres?
Kaisa: Globalisation may make performance and the performing arts more homogenous. The artists’
most inherent, most profound sensitivity is at risk and should be safeguarded. This is one of the reasons art is in crisis.
Maiju: I think Finland sees its share of relatively heterogenous and political performances and works
in the performing arts that comment on society and the surrounding world in quite diverse ways. To
me, political does not necessarily mean prominently visible manifestations; it also includes multiperspectivism, risk-taking, and experimentalism at the micropolitical level. For me, considering sensory experience in relation to the large themes typical of our time – otherness, media, or the mutability
of identity – represents this sort of political zone in a big way.
Elina: To me, our arts appear to be unique and inspired by their own traditions and environments
without being curled up on themselves. Here, equality among artistic teams is, apparently due to the
relatively high level of equality prevailing in society at large, more or less taken for granted. Dealing
with environmental themes seems to be more and more timely in both art and society, especially in the
Nordic countries, whereas elsewhere human rights violations or discrimination, for instance, are
imminent themes worth latching onto or commenting on.
12

A rather clear division into two or three areas of the performing arts can be seen in Finland, where
traditional dramatic theatre has been and remains and is perhaps growing increasingly entertainmentoriented, and alongside it we’re seeing more and more applications in the contemporary fields of
performing arts and artistic theatre that are melding more and more strongly with other arts as well as
sciences such as geography, archaeology and biology.

Any particular sources of inspiration... from the arts, society, humanity, thinking?
Kaisa: For me, normal everyday life and observations on society are frequent sources of inspiration.
The other arts, like music and nature, sustain inspiration. Most often, ideas come to me in a meditative
state where there aren’t many distractions, like at night, in the early hours of the morning. Inspiration
springs suddenly from my unconscious. I have lots of ideas constantly spinning through my head on
different “rings”, and some emerge as feasible and worthy of execution. Pique at some injustice or
noting some problem in society or my environment often has an impact on me. Drifting into situations
may also spark inspiration.
Elina: Working as a group inspires me enormously. It thrusts my thoughts onto new tracks and brings
variety and excitement to perspectives and my work and makes experiences shared. Environmental art
inspires me, because in my view it has surprising amounts in common with contemporary scenography
and performance design type-thinking. It combines urban spaces, mindscapes, installations, and environmentalism. Observation, and the presenting of space and landscapes. Differences as ways of
opening perspectives also inspires me — for instance, people with sensory limitations who can perceive the world in other ways. They replace the sense they’re lacking with some other, “new” sense,
like visually impaired people who navigate through echoes. They perceive their environment through
sound. Synesthesia also fascinates me; a series of numbers can be seen as a three-dimensional

landscape, for instance. I combine different ways of experiencing the world with the artist’s attempts to
experience or see differently – to communicate extraordinary perceptions of our environment.
Details. Humanity in places we aren’t used to seeing it, such as a the idea of a breathing wall, is
inspiring. The ideology of editing, limiting, and simplifying inspires me to develop methods of survival
against an ever-complexifying society and, for instance, social media or the capitalist destruction of the
environment. Climate change inspires me to rely on more immaterial solutions or those that bring out
the natural environment in my work as a scenographer.
Maiju: I’m inspired by the constant potential of the surprising and the unexpected. To go back to my
own work – for instance, I like to think about how the interplay between the "live" and the "mediatised" on the stage has been examined by and large through corresponding oppositions, like the human
and the non-human, or the known and the unknown. This leads back to an era long before technologies. The “dreamtime” origin myth of the Australian aborigines is based on the concept of a seamless
connection between people and nature. It describes the undivided, indivisible state of humans, plant
life, and animals.
As we know, there is no return or entrance to this sort of unified space, but the thought of the possibility, which emerges through the distinction between human and non-human nature, of imagining a world
without this sort of chasm between human and the non-human is nevertheless fascinating. Ultimately,
our tendency to ask, feel our way, head towards, is based on this potential connection. Contact. Touch.
This tendency has driven me to consider how the mediatised is translated and forms as an experience.

I think Finland sees its share of relatively heterogenous
and political performances and works in
the performing arts that comment on society
and the surrounding world in quite diverse ways
Maiju Loukola

Elina Lifländer (b. 1978) is a performance designer and doctoral student. She has an MA in

scenography from the Aalto University School of Arts, Design, and Architecture. She is interested
in exploring participatory strategies for making spatial experiences and design processes transparent to audiences and artists alike. Through her artistic work, she explores invisible
materials used in the work of the scenographer, such as rhythms, relations,
distances and dynamics between space and people.

Kaisa Salmi (b. 1968) is an artist and performance creator. She is currently working on her
doctoral thesis at the Aalto University School of Arts, Design, and Architecture. Her research
delves into participatory performances and new forms of monumental art.
One of her key pieces was Fellman Field — A Living Monument for 22,000 people.
Maiju Loukola (b. 1965) is an artist-researcher finalising her doctoral thesis on media

scenographies, mediality and touch. Her areas of interest include art-sensitive research,
phenomenology and performance, space/place through moving images in performance,
sensable perception, inter/mediality, and media aesthetics. She has an MA in
scenography from the Aalto University School of Arts, Design, and Architecture.
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Sound of Watertower 2014 | Working group Elina Lifländer, Nanni Vapaavuori, Kristian Ekholm and Leila Kourkia | Photos Pekka Niittyvirta

What’s Up in Researching Performance Design
The Art of Dance Costume. Costume Design in Finnish Contemporary Dance
Tua Helve, costume designer, doctoral candidate in Aalto University *
Space becoming a situation - spatial cognition formed by shared process
Elina Lifländer’s research deals with the challenges of the contemporary scenography. How to react
and participate in the organically changing performances of today? What kind of intangible or adaptive
materials to apply and how to make spatial processes collaborative or transparent with the other people
involved? http://artisticresearch.fi/tahto/doctoral-students/elina-liflander/
Elina Lifländer, performance designer, doctoral candidate in Aalto University * & TAhTO doctoral
program in artistic research
Architecture of Touch. Media Scenographies in and as Performative Space
Maiju Loukola’s research is an artistic doctoral study on performance design, focusing on the spatiality
of image projection installations. She approaches media scenographies in terms of mediality and touch.
How do media scenographies reshape the stage? How does this kind of reconditioning (re)form our
sensable experience and its definitions? https://reseda.taik.fi/Taik/jsp/taik/Researcher.jsp?id=21673
Maiju Loukola, performance designer, doctoral candidate in Aalto University *
Designed by playing – sound design as live component in performance
Antti Nykyri aims in his artistic research at producing new knowledge and insights on the possibilities
of live sound design. What kinds of instruments, practices and forms of collaboration and compositions
it presumes – and on the other hand: what kinds of possibilities it enables? http://www.anttinykyri.
com/portfolio/statement.html
Antti Nykyri, sound designer, doctoral candidate in University of Arts **, Theatre Academy, Research
Centre (TUTKE)
The Live Musician: More Than Just Sound
Pessi Parviainen approaches live performance of music as not a situation that is only about the sound,
but as situation involving also visual and gestural dimensions. How are the visual and gestural dimensions related to the sonic? What effect do these relationships have, and how could they be used in the
performing arts? http://www.pessiparviainen.com/inthetent.html
Pessi Parviainen, composer, sound and performance artist, doctoral candidate in University of the
Arts **, Theatre Academy, Research Centre (TUTKE)
Designing introspective spaces: Spacial Multiplicity in Sepia
Monica Raya, performance and costume designer, doctoral candidate in Aalto University *
* Aalto University School of Arts, Design, and Architecture: http://arts.aalto.fi/en/
** University of the Arts Helsinki (Academy of Fine Arts, Sibelius Academy, Theatre Academy):
http://www.uniarts.fi/en/
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Peer Gynt | Seinäjoki City Theatre 2013 | Director and dramaturge Riko Saatsi | Lighting designer Tomi Suovankoski | Stage designer Kaisu Koponen | Costume
designer Riikka Aurasmaa | Photo Tomi Suovankoski

Riko Saatsi –
Towards the
Subconscious,
Away from
Control

Director Riko Saatsi’s productions free the imagination of audiences through a multi-layered, breathing expression tuned to the sophisticated visual literacy of contemporary viewers. Using framing and
sketching, Saatsi defines and cleans the scenography co-created with the artistic team, and in the end
all elements are given a narrative function.
Saatsi’s directing always starts from images: ”I can’t do anything if I don’t see things as images in my
head. Once the spatial scheme exists, the work begins to flow.”
Particularly in recent years, Saatsi, who graduated from the directing programme of the Theatre Academy
Helsinki in 2009, has striven to move wholly away from the supremacy of the text in his work and
directly into the creative potential of the stage and the artistic team. He does work with texts, but
during the planning phase he’s already writing a score for which, in addition to texts, he sketches
images, soundscapes, impressions, and tasks, which the entire artistic team then tosses about freely.
For Saatsi, it has also been particularly critical to get elements from all aspects of the performance to
layer together on the stage.

“I try to prod all members of the artistic team
to follow their subconscious and go
beyond their limits as artists.”
He offers a good example of the activity of his own subconscious in a segment called “Hornhead", or
the Hall of the Mountain King, from the Peer Gynt he directed for the Seinäjoki City Theatre.
”I hit a full-grown bull moose with my car a few months before the rehearsals for Peer Gynt began.
A few days before opening night, I realised that the collision with the moose had completely
subconsciously transferred to the stage. It had gone into the trolls.”
Hornhead was an image that showed multiple images in one: human and animal, waking and sleeping,
dream and nightmare, conscious and subconscious, living and dead, human and divine. In the end,
Hornhead became a metaphor for the entire production and Peer himself.
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The intriguing potential of video
Saatsi is enamoured of the visual arts, especially site-specific art, photography, and the opportunities
offered by the videocamera.
In the production of Compassion he directed at the Seinäjoki City Theatre, the scenography grew
out of the process. The impulse was to create some sort of little boy’s hut. Eventually, scenographer
Karmo Mende built an installation-like space out of cardboard cartons on the theatre’s Verstas stage.
Other spaces, like the elevator and the set storage spaces, were also put to use.
The structuring of Compassion, which is about school shootings, centred on video: for its main characters, movies are more real than life. The dialectics between the video footage and the stage opened up
layers of the performance one petal at a time, continuously revealing new aspects of the interpretation.
“In that visualisation, there was a saturation point in the melding of dream, waking, real, fictive, and
imagined levels: a moment where waking and sleep looked at each other in turn, one from the stage,
the other from the screen, and then the other way around.”
In all of the works Saatsi has directed, framing plays an important role.
“Framing is perhaps in some ways conceptualising the work at hand. It turns the piece into a work
that is in a certain space,that is a certain construction or built environment. Framing also involves the
actor’s work: roles or fiction in general are acceptable if the performance situation is made visible, and
the actor is initially at zero, a human just like the spectator.”

The final frontier – the stage as minds cape
With Peer Gynt, Riko Saatsi was interested in the equality of all ontological levels.
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”It is inhabited by trolls, humans, demons, the living, and the dead, all equally real. That premise
already makes the stage a mindscape. With Peer Gynt, I wanted to make that long journey from
panorama to close-up and then back again.”
In the close-up, the actors not only came out onto the forestage, they came out into and above the
audience.
”That’s the way we expressed this idea of somehow drilling from the community into the individual
and from the individual back into the community through choices and deeds, which one must then
carry along the way. This is a good example of a premise demanding spatial form in order to get anywhere.”
The scenographer, Kaisu Koponen, cleaned and cleaned and cleaned the scenic design with lighting
designer Tomi Suovankoski, building an industrial landscape on the stage.
”Kaisu Koponen brought a smokescreen behind the stage. It became a metaphysical frontier, the final
frontier; through it, nature or something that lives and works according to its own law entered the
stage.”
In the landscape for Peer Gynt, which was stripped and stark, every object was imbued with a significant narrative function.
When the actors joined the rehearsal process, they constructed a huge number of sketches, which were
then edited into the final scenic design. It was as if the actors became parts of the architecture.
For Saatsi, an actor’s bank of gestures is a critical element of a performance’s visuality. Space exists in
the actor’s body; space breathes the actor – and vice versa.

Exploiting the visuality of sound
In Riko Saatsi’s works, the soundscape is often visual as well. For instance, in the production Bruce
Willis Saves the World, heroism was pondered both in terms of real Finnish society as well as the world
of entertainment. The audience was as “forced” to see movies by listening to movie sound effects.
”Each scene borrowed from Bruce’s movies presented one theme from the aspect of heroism under
consideration, and that theme was then examined. The movie loans were an attempt to create a narrative situation in which the spectator imagines the scene from the movie through the audio material.
From a visual standpoint, the scenes were realised as minimalistically as possible, but the less visual
information was given, the bigger the visual experience on stage was.”
For Saatsi, a director is measured by how successfully he is able to release the creativity of the artistic
team.
The best is when the audience’s subconscious starts to work, too.
”I know I’ve succeeded when an audience member says they’ve seen images on the stage that weren’t
there.”
Riko Saatsi spoke with Maria Säkö

Riko Saatsi (b. 1978) Master of Arts,Theatre Academy Helsinki (2009).

MPhil, University of Helsinki (2004). Studies at the department of
lighting and sound design, Theatre Academy Helsinki (1999-2000).

Key works as a director: Henrik Ibsen – Riko Saatsi: Peer Gynt – A Man on Top of the World,
Seinäjoki City Theatre, February 2013. Veikko Nuutinen: Compassion, Seinäjoki City Theatre, November 2012. Riko Saatsi – Veikko Nuutinen: Bruce Willis Saves the World, a young
director’s production created as part of the European Prospero theatre project, premiered at the
Tampere Theatre Festival in August 2011, performances in Liège, Belgium in October 2011, and
Rennes, France in November 2011. His production of Compassion has been invited to
the 2014 New Plays from Europe festival in Wiesbaden, Germany.
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light ( un ) plugged

For me, the basis of the lighting design is determined by the scale of the performance space, the
scenographic solutions, how the scenic design
relates to the surrounding architecture, the use
of space as a dramaturgic instrument, and other
such factors. The spatial design for Peer Gynt
was based on the aesthetics of an empty stage,
in other words the scenography was rather
minimalist and abstract.
With Peer Gynt, I was striving for clean scenic
designs, clarity, and simplicity. The dramatic
images and lighting effects located at critical
places underscored the clean lines of the visual
world. It was clear from the start that we would
be using lots of mists and smoke as well as water
to create the visuality. This was a direct reference to the climate of Norway’s western shores
and the play’s setting. We wanted the continuous
movement of fog and heavy clouds in the initial
and final scenes. We used the mist and water to
create a certain psychological atmosphere for
the entire space. Fog brings out beams of light,
so I paid a lot of attention to how I hung the
lights. I also wanted to make use of the entire
airspace, so I placed lights at various heights.
Thanks to the lighting, the architecture of the
20

performance space became an important part of
the visualisation.
It was important for me to achieve as large a
contrast as possible in the lighting between the
cold, foggy milieu of Acts I and III and the warmtoned, two-dimensional brightness of Act II. For
the voyage that comes at the end, we used movement of light and dramatic changes in lighting,
as well as smoke and fog, scenic elements, music, and performers’ movements to create the illusion of a stormy sea on an empty stage. In this
instance, the meaning of the moving light as a
dramaturgic element was highlighted, because
in all other scenes, the light was static.
Tomi Suovankoski, lighting designer

sound as space

Three Rooms was a spatial work designed by
lighting designer Mia Kivinen, spatial designer Salla Salin, and sound designer Johanna
Storm. It is based on light, space, and sound and
their relationship to being in a place, to meaning
as a shaper of experience. A performative layer
was added through dance solos by Joona Halonen, Liisa Pentti, and Katri Soini. Three
Rooms doesn’t portray realistic rooms executed
for the performance. The name reflects the idea
of a mental state, a way of existing and being
based on personal experience and perception.
The sound design was based on the idea of
incorporating the space’s sounds. The sawdust
that was the flooring material made its own sort
of sound; it was recorded and miced during live
situations as well. The wall, which was made of
plastic bags, also acted as a source of sound.
Because the performers’ movement material
was based on improvisation, the soundscape
that was created by the movement varied during
each performance. The whoosh of the plastic
wall only became part of the soundscape if the
dancer moved close enough to it.
The performance space was a room at the Cable
Factory, an old industrial property on the sea,
and the external soundscape was recorded for
the performance. The motorboats speeding past
and the gulls’ screams were heard at the beginning of the performance through eight different
speakers hanging throughout the space. These
sounds began to live their own rhythmic life
during the first dance solo.

Performance and photo credits, see page 61.

Johanna Storm, sound designer

costume in action

Inspirations for the visual world of Feelings
Feelings: sunlight, bleached out, skin, underclothes, nakedness, youth, white underpants,
pastel colours, cotton candy, the beach, holiday
photos, movies, Moonrise Kingdom, an astronaut at the beach, bunny girls.
Karoliina Koiso-Kanttila, costume designer

costume in action

Whirls is a production by an independent
artistic group. The music and the structure of
the ballet were based on the national epic of
Finland, The Kalevala, particularly the story
of the Sampo, the “machine of Mammon”. The
working process was preceded by a long period
of discussion with the choreographer.
Implementation was hectic, impulsive, dialogic.
Each aspect of design and direction impacted
the others. No separate costume sketching.
Experimentation took place directly on the
dancers and through their movement. The
construction of process, thinking, viewing,
observation, and conclusion, all took place
within the bounds of a violent realism.

Performance and photo credits, see page 61.

Marja Uusitalo, costume designer

stage is specific , costume in action

Prisoner Transport No. 86 is a “road movie”type play set in the late 18th century.
The set is a “big white room” that transforms
into various natural circumstances: a rocky
road, a gloomy forest, weak ice, winter, night,
a vast empty landscape, a stormy sea, a horse,
and a boat. The set also transforms into interior
spaces: a hostelry, a stable, an inn. Aside from
the space, the central scenographic element is a
human-shaped iron cage used for transporting
the prisoner both physically and psychologically. A white butcher board is also present the
entire time, and it transforms from a card table
into a boat and so on. The purpose of the scenic
design is not to illustrate events, but to provide
a dynamic space for the performance, one that
adapts flexibly in the viewer’s, and before that,
the performer’s mind.
The underlying concept for the costume design
was undergarments. For the men, underpants
and undershirts; for the women, slips and corsets. References to each role were worn on top
of these. For visual contrast, a tattered prison
guard uniform was created for the prison guard
Gustav Gustavsson, expressing the character’s
status. The convicted man, Yrjö Janatuinen,

wore a tuxedo shirt and vest over his underwear.
The late 18th century was evident in details, and
that went for the costumes as well.
The overall colour scheme was white on white.
The glow of metal from a chandelier made of
human skulls and the prisoner’s cage created
a nice contrast with the white. My idea was to
visually achieve a performance that was simultaneously cruel, stark, and beautiful.
Pirjo Liiri-Majava,
stage and costume designer

Performance and photo credits, see page 61.

light ( un ) plugged , stage is specific

Where Once We Flayed (Där vi en gång flått) was
in many ways a fantastic production to work on.
We had a talented ensemble and a superb design
team; working with sound in this empowering
environment offered the potential to create a
dynamic design as an organic part of the performance. The director, Lauri Maijala, was also
responsible for authoring the play, and he wrote
a spot-on satire on contemporary crony capitalism featuring all the entertainment and musical
action Brecht could have ever wanted. The performance is a visual and auditory spectacle;
this image is from one of the more cinematic
sequences.
Kristian Ekholm, sound designer
I wanted the visuality of the Where Once We
Flayed (Där vi en gång flått) to be simple and
clear, believable, and technically functional,
without being indicative or ironic. The important thing was that the visuality not communicates any irrelevant information to the spectator.
The stylised cinematic realism chosen for the
costumes and the stage took its inspiration from
the original script, which was written in screenplay format.
The representational realism served another
purpose as well. When we want to switch between
different realities on the stage, the shift is easier
to perceive when we move from a recognisable
and familiar milieu to one that’s incompatible
with it. If the milieu is purely referential, and the
shifts from one referential state to another, the
contrast is too slight, and it becomes impossible
to draw the spectator from so deep in the story
back into the auditorium. I wanted to avoid this
inefficiency. Good old illusion is undervalued
in contemporary theatre; for some reason it’s
abhorred as an effect.
Responsibility for carrying the visuality along
and other shifts in it went to the lighting, which,
thanks to its flexibility and versatility, is an
unbeatable agent of transformation. The
majority of lighting was integrated into the sets,
so that the necessary illusion constructed in
each instance would remain whole until it was
time to shatter it again.
Janne Vasama, scenographer

stage is specific

I started out from a material that wouldn’t be
figurative, but would have powerful associations. A sea of mint-green Styrofoam balls filled
the small performance space. The material of
Fucking Åmål reminded me of the fragility of
popcorn and cotton candy, vanity, a toxic ball
pit from which the actors rose, spilled out, and
in which they were buried. I wanted the sensation of a candy-coloured wad of gum stuck to
the bottom of my shoe. I also used projections.
My favourite was a scene where the actors were
sitting on top of an refrigerator and a nocturnal cityscape with cars the size of ants flashed
across them.
Milja Aho, scenographer

costume in action , stage is specific

After reading the text for Snake People, I
felt that the performance could be extremely
abstract: things could appear suddenly and
disappear arbitrarily.
Snake People is meant for 3-5-year-old children,
so I tried to put myself in the shoes of a little
one who comes to the theatre, maybe for the
first time, and feels a little confused. I wanted
the space to be anything but an enormous black
box, which is why another designer and I came
to the conclusion that a sheltering, bright, sandcoloured, organically shaped space could work
well in this case.
I also wanted to play with scale, to build a snake
nest in which the performance and the audience
shared the same space and there would be lots
of freedom to move. The stones used as seats are
sculpted from rubber foam, which adds softness
and an element of surprise to the set.
During the demo phase of the working process,
we had an interesting opportunity to meet a test
audience from the target group. The children’s
active imagination was revealed, and thanks to
it there was no need to over-refine or explain the
scenic design.

Performance and photo credits, see page 61.

Kristina Sedlerova
stage and costume designer

sound as space

In our democratic, directorless artistic team
of Light Noise, every artist had responsibility
for the integrated piece solely through his or
her own work. This can already be considered a creative murmur. I personally found it
meaningful to start exploring this notion through
chance. From delicate melodies into a burbling
mass and on to birdsong and then to freely
sliding lines. Everything synthetically, from the
computer, but always in organic connection to
something: change, light, figure, event.
Mikael Eriksson, sound designer

light ( un ) plugged

In The Cripple (Raajarikko), French-Finnish
actor Marc Gassot opens up his life to the audience via a monologue blending reality and
fiction. Gassot talks, sings, draws, and performs an acrobatic descent down a staircase in
a wheelchair. No set per se was used; the space
was created through lighting design. The walls
and ceiling of the black box were like a starry
sky embracing the spectators in infinity.

Performance and photo credits, see page 61.

The intent of my lighting design was to lift the
normal or even stark theatre space above the
mundane, by imbuing it with a loftiness and
sense of festivity. The sea of light supported
the production’s entertainment aspects, called
to mind popular forms of performance art,
brought in the necessary baroque touch. Since
the space was relatively small, the means of
creating spectacle were limited.

A large picture frame at the back of the space
solved the problem of where to project video
material related to Gassot’s personal history.
At the same time, the frame worked as a spatial
element, giving off a certain background glow
even when no video was playing.
Mikko Hynninen, lighting designer

light ( un ) plugged

What are human beings and what are they capable of being between animality and artificiality,
among nature, culture, art, technology, science,
biogenetics, robotics, entertainment...? How
does humanity appear in society and the world
and how could it appear?
Two versions of Organic Synthetic were created: one for an outdoor forest/park/wasteland
location and the other for an indoor theatre
space. The original version was performed in
September 2013, at Forêt de Soignes in Brussels. The new version, opening in April 2014,
is being reworked for the stage at Helsinki’s
Zodiak – Center for New Dance.
The main concept for the lighting design are
compositions formed by daylight, darkness,
and artificial light. What if everything is part
of nature? Should we speak in terms of organic
and synthetic rather than natural and artificial?
What if the term “nature” in its everyday use is
misleading and harmful?

Challenges: How can we find affirmative propositions and not just critiques around these
questions? How could we do something we
enjoy and/or bring that experience to spectators? Pleasant and unpleasant things or effects:
natural/artificial elements and materials, music/annoying noises, dance/distorted movements
and expressions. Experimenting with using and
mixing these and creating hybrids. Unexpected
moments, actions and expressions. Warmth and
coldness of bodies, desire, lust, and disgust;
warmth and coldness of objects and space.
Jani-Matti Salo, lighting and audiovisual designer

stage is specific

The Sands of Sarasvati is based on an ecological thriller by Risto Isomäki in which an ice
sheet from Greenland slides into the sea, causing a mega-tsunami that sweeps across Europe.
Our director, Vihtori Rämä, started from the
premise that we would not transfer the book
to the stage as is; rather we would ponder the
book’s themes as an artistic team and borrow
from them – we would investigate water as a
motif. I had the fascinating opportunity to design the scenography prior to the creation of
the script, especially since I knew from previous
experience that Vihtori was a spatially skilled
and dedicated director. I trusted that if I created
a spatial solution that inspired me, he would
take up the challenge and create a performance
based on the scenography. I ended up designing a kind monument to our civilisation sunk
in muddy waters between two banks of audience seating. The performers tried to stay dry
as they moved around it and rowed across it on
life-rafts. Another major element of the visualisation were windmills of varying sizes that the
world was trying to use to save itself, and lifeless fabric dolls that floated in the water like
drowned bodies.

Performance and photo credits, see page 61.

Sampo Pyhälä, scenographer

stage is specific

”Outrageous drama, drugs and guns. It’s situation Kaspar Hauser.”
This chorus was written by Kasperi Laine after
he asked me how to make a trailer for a show
one knows virtually nothing about. I told him
that we would create an advertisement (a trailer)
for a product (the play) that doesn’t exist yet.
The score was composed in five minutes. For
the visuals, I used the iMovie application, adding all the available slogans and a few videoclips shot during rehearsal. The trailer was
uploaded to YouTube [https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=KuKj0HRbksE], after which it
caused a stir on Facebook. All this tells something about the process behind the show called
Kaspar Hauser.
Ville Seppänen, scenographer

Performance and photo credits, see page 61.

Sound Designers’ Talk

Heidi Soidinsalo
Janne Hast
Published in late January, the book Ääneen ajateltua - kirjoituksia äänestä, esityksestä ja niiden kohtaamisista (“Thinking out loud – essays on sound, performance and their encounters”, Publications of the Theatre
Academy Helsinki, 2014), is the first collection of essays about sound design in the Finnish performing arts
in which the designers themselves are given a voice. Heidi Soidinsalo (b. 1983) and Janne Hast (b. 1979)
graduated from the department of sound design at the Theatre Academy Helsinki in 2009. Both contributed
to the book, Janne Hast as author of the article “Esitys ja lukittu aika” (The performance and locked time)
and Soidinsalo as the book’s editor and author of the article “Ääni ja draaman jälkeinen teatteri” (Sound
and post-dramatic theatre). In the following conversation, Hast and Soidinsalo discuss the key questions,
problems, and definitions of sound design and the future of the field.

Heidi: In Finland, sound design for the performing arts is a distinct field focused on artistic content,
one with a firm foundation and prominent status as one of the design professions in the realms of
theatre and dance. Elsewhere in the world, our work is seen primarily as the technical execution of a
production’s sound. The responsibility for artistic content is generally left to composers and directors.
In Finland the sound designer can ideally enjoy a position of equal importance in the artistic team as
the scenographer, lighting designer, dramaturg, etc. My greatest motivation for doing this book was the
fact that our field is young and very little literature on it exists – only a few books on sound design in
the performing arts have been written worldwide. We need literature to describe and record the current
reality of the field. Through this compilation of essays, I also wanted to open up our work to directors,
dramaturgs, choreographers, and performers, so they could get a better grasp of the possibilities sound
can bring to a performance. In the best cases, a sound designer can also be a dramaturg, composer,
sound artist, or performer. We have such varied backgrounds that it’s difficult to provide an answer
to the question: ”What does a sound designer do?” My colleague Kimmo Modig defines the job of a
sound designer in our book by saying: “Sound design is what sound designers do.” How did you end
up as a sound designer? And what do you actually do as a sound designer?
Janne: I ended up in the field partly by chance. I graduated from the conservatory in Pori as a musician/audio engineer, I was playing in a band and making music. I was, however, interested in continuing my education, and applied to the sound design department’s training program even though I didn’t
know exactly what the education consisted of. I found out pretty late in the application process that it
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centred around theatre sound design and that the training was primarily artistic. I guess I had imagined
that the curriculum in lighting and sound design at the Theatre Academy Helsinki was some sort of
technical program for lighting and sound designers.
Heidi: I also ended up in the field partly by chance. I had been active in amateur theatre for years and
dreamed of working as a dramaturg or a musician. I had always wanted to do theatre and believed that
it could be updated and made into something more interesting for the younger generations. I’ve tried
to create productions that resonate with my peers. It seems like there’s something fundamentally stale
about theatre in the minds of many sound designers; beginning students are usually much more drawn
to designing sound for film and dance than for theatre. I’d like to restore interest in theatre in general
to the younger generation, and also specifically through sound design. In many of my works I borrow
a lot of elements from clubbing and noise music.

I think that one of the most critical characteristics of
“new sound design” is the ability to manipulate sound
in real time and the flexibility of timing this offers,
which only became relevant and possible with
contemporary digital equipment.
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Janne: I got into theatre during my studies, but I realised that traditional speech-based theatre is not
necessarily the most rewarding field to work in. For me, contemporary dance became a natural channel
for combining my musicianship, composing, sound experiments, and knowledge of theatre. In contemporary dance, sound and movement form a natural pair, sound has room to act, and it isn’t completely
subservient to, for instance, spoken text.
Heidi: That’s probably the reason why I myself work first and foremost with contemporary theatre:
the shift in the value of speech creates more room for sound. In the article included in the book, I write
specifically about post-dramatic theatre. Maybe we could call it “new theatre”, and the phases that
came before it, the dramatic forms of theatre, “old theatre”? How would you characterise new sound
design? What about old sound design? Is old sound design basically just scenes being supported in the
obvious ways: happy scenes with happy music, spaces created through suitable ambiences, and an
array of precise sound effects? Is there some better way of defining it? And can we avoid overlooking
it, and think of it instead as a distinct, significant genre?
I think of “new” sound design as creating integrated works of art, working as a sound artist in the
context of performances. In new sound design, sound can be the entire premise for the performance, a
reality that circumscribes and defines the space and the performers’ actions, a fundamental setting that
doesn’t accompany but instead sets the limits inside of which the entire performance can take place.
It’s more a matter of creating the dramaturgy for the performance than supporting it.
Janne: Composer Olli Koskelin once said that it doesn’t make any difference what you do, what matters is the quality of what you create. I agree with him, and I wouldn’t overlook any approach or genre.
We can probably define “old sound design" precisely the way you did, whereas “new sound design”
has to do with what we call post-dramatic theatre, meaning in practical terms that sound takes up
more room – and specifically from spoken dramatic texts. The hierarchy of spoken text, sound design,
lighting, video, image and other forms of design can be changed, and new kinds of compositions and
interactions can be formed through them.

We can also crudely divide dramaturgic thinking into “new” and “old”, where the “new” represents
a group of relatively un-genre-specific ways of constructing a performance. Between these two there
exists a third, intermediate form, in which scenography (including sound) is allowed to change, but
the text, original music (in opera, ballet and musicals), and dramaturgic order, narrative flow, plot, or
“arc” is sacred. A performance that is done purely in the “new style” demands pretty varied dramaturgic skills and the mastery of a wider range of effects and ways of thinking than a performance done in
the “old style”. So these days we’re able to relate more freely to the creation of a performance and can
sometimes deconstruct everything – even the text – into the parts we want.
I think that one of the most critical characteristics of “new sound design” is the ability to manipulate
sound in real time and the flexibility of timing this offers, which only became relevant and possible
with contemporary digital equipment. Before contemporary technical equipment, it was possible to do
interactive sound designs that took place in the moment (for instance, with real musicians), but overall, the thinking about music and sound was that the music was unchanging, and sounds supported the
action or stayed in the background. To my mind, the flexibility of timing we now have is the basis of
and prerequisite for sound redeeming its place among other, hierarchically equal elements in the new
thinking about performance the dramaturgy. Music or sound design that is locked into place as far as
timing is more of an element of film sound design and a specialty of the professionals in that field –
it’s not a characteristic of theatre. I wrote about this topic more extensively in my master’s thesis, and
an abridged and edited version of that text is found in the book.
Heidi: Theatre and cinema share many things in common when it comes to sound design, but the professions are taught completely separately in Finland: professionals in sound design for the performing
arts study at the Theatre Academy Helsinki, while for cinema, the education is provided at Aalto University. As far as I’m aware, at the moment, there is not a single joint course. I understand the reasons
for this, since the real-time nature and spatiality of theatre radically changes the rules for the use of
sound, if the point of comparison is the permanence and two-dimensional reality of cinema. Of course
surround sound has made a powerful entree to cinema and that’s why we’re also continuously extending the creation of spatial sound design for the theatre in a better direction.
Audiences are getting used to the fact that sound is not simply a two-dimensional wall that comes from
somewhere out in front of them, where two-dimensional activities take place in a flat image, like in old
proscenium stages or our televisions. Nowadays, sound has to be able to surround the theatre spectator and embrace them in the performative experience. The immersiveness of both theatre and cinema
is strongly based on the spatial relationships between the auditive soundscapes and the actual acoustic spaces in which sounds are experienced. One of the cornerstones of a sound designer’s technical
competence is his or her relationship to the sound system, which needs to be considered a unique and
special instrument for each individual space.
Sound plays space and space plays sound. It’s a matter of both acoustics and technology. Speakers
can be viewed as a type of filter through which sounds are created. This filter always gives sounds
new meanings and characteristics that cannot be overlooked. This is why I consider some degree of
technical competence critical to a sound designer’s work. Technology is not simply an instrument:
technology has an enormous effect on the content we produce. We can’t just create content and ignore
the instruments – the speakers, spatial acoustics, mics, all the audio technology that is part of the performance – that transform our work into what the spectators experience. What is your relationship to
technology?
Janne: Sometimes people say that technological competence will come as long as you know what sort
of end result you’re looking for. I strongly disagree. In sound design, especially nowadays, technology
is made up of a wide variety of instruments. We can draw a relatively direct comparisons between their
mastery and the mastery of traditional instruments – such as the piano. If your technical competence is
deficient, it might keep you from achieving the intended design. In addition, technical competence and
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knowing what’s going on in the field can give you ideas and a better overall picture of the scale and
opportunities available to you, the “palette”.
Of course we can try to mitigate technical incompetence by using very minimalistic and simple technology or intentionally poor sound quality (lo-fi), using sound reproduction equipment to create conceptual tricks that aren’t truly integrated into the artistic work, or by concentrating on our own “own”
styles. Still, I would say that the toolbox of a good sound designer needs to contain a broad range of
instruments, and he or she should know how to use them in the best possible way – and preferably as
rapidly as possible; nowadays there’s no time during projects to hone masterworks for weeks on end.
On top of all this, sound designs that aren’t locked into timing or tempo may demand technological
solutions that aren’t used in any other art form (except live music). So continuously educating oneself
is important as well.
Heidi: The development and recreation of technology is advancing at an astounding rate. If you think
about when we began studying at the Theatre Academy Helsinki and how performance sounds were
still often played via minidisc, and compare that to the methods and tools we use nowadays, you
realise that they’re completely different worlds. There has been tremendous progress in the real-time
modification of sound. When I work on performances, I take my laptop, which has my own personalised system that I can use to create sounds in real time, intuitively, while reacting to the performers.
It’s hard to imagine what sort of instruments we’ll have at our disposal ten years from now if technical
development continues at the same pace. At times I’m afraid that I’m inevitably going to be left behind
by the newer generation that has mastered coding, sensors, and other virtual or interactive technologies, which were only just becoming accessible to the mainstream back when I was a student.
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And yet I think that even if technology is the instrument through which we work, I would raise the
understanding of dramaturgy as an equally important aspect of our work. Without it, doing sound design is trivial. I believe that understanding dramaturgy is the most important quality a sound designer
can have. And naturally you have to choose your instruments based on necessity: lo-fi aesthetics and
conceptual art are perfectly good choices in the right situations. That’s why the entrance exams for the
sound design program don’t measure technical competence, but rather an understanding of context,
sound, and dramaturgy as well as a capacity for teamwork. No knowledge of technology is required
from a sound designer starting their education at the Theatre Academy Helsinki – any motivated student will pick up the basic technology. The ability to select the correct technological solutions for the
specific work is a more difficult skill.
Janne: I agree about the importance of a sense of dramaturgy. In the future, especially when technologies change and become more reliable and more mundane, wowing audiences with technology will
become more difficult. I don’t believe that we’ll come up against the same sorts of limits with dramaturgic surprise.

Heidi Soidinsalo (b. 1983) is a Helsinki-based sound designer who graduated from the
department of lighting and sound design at the Theatre Academy Helsinki in 2009. Soidinsalo
has worked as a sound designer in numerous contemporary theatre and dance productions
at both institutional theatres and the field at large. In 2012, Soidinsalo was granted
the prize for best sound design of the year in Finland.
Janne Hast (b. 1979) is a musician and sound designer from the city of Rovaniemi, in Finnish
Lapland. He graduated from the music technology program at the Palmgren Conservatory in Pori
in 2003 and the department of lighting and sound design at the Theatre Academy Helsinki in
2009. Hast has created sound designs for various contemporary dance choreographies and played
in numerous bands and projects, including Tulenkantajat and Absoluuttinen Nollapiste.

Heidi Klein | Baltic Circle and Centre for Practise as Research in Theatre (T7) 2012
| Concept, direction and performing Anni Klein and Heidi Soidinsalo | Lighting
design Jani-Matti Salo | Video Ville Vierikko | Photo Jani-Matti Salo

Cave (Luolasto) | The Finnish National Theatre 2014 | Director and playwright Laura
Ruohonen | Stage designer Kati Lukka | Costume designer Tarja Simonen | Lighting
designer Ville Toikka | Sound designer Heidi Soidinsalo | Video designer Timo Teräväinen
| Composer Riikka Talvitie | Photo Stefan Bremer

Distance and
Beholding –
On the Visuality
and the Theatre

What is the role of visuality in the theatre and the performing arts? In what ways can a performance
be visually achieved? As a way of unfolding these questions, I would like to make some remarks on a
couple of performances presented as works of art in the context of the visual arts.
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The 2013 Venice Biennale featured an astounding number of exhibitions in which the presence of the
human body played a central role: the Russian exhibition involved live performers; the centre stage of
the Cyprus-Lithuania pavilion was, at certain times, taken over by children's gymnastic classes; and in
the Romanian pavilion, a group of performers embodied artworks exhibited during previous Biennales.
This last show was thought-provokingly entitled Immaterial Retrospective. Here, the material presence
of the human body became the immaterial presence of the exhibit. The empty white gallery space
transformed the dance choreography into an art historical slide show without the help of any technical
equipment. A clear case of visual magic, at least in the eyes of a beholder who has some acquaintance
with the image repertoire invoked.
Further, the main exhibition of the Biennale, Encyclopedic Palace, included Tino Sehgal’s prize-winning performance, in which changing constellations of two or three performers sat on the floor, slowly
moving, humming and beatboxing. The performers were deeply absorbed in a constantly transforming body-to-body dialogue at a face-to-face distance. To evoke Michael Fried, the performance was
verging on an “antitheatrical” installation. Unlike Sehgal's previous "visual art piece", which was
performed in complete darkness at the last dOCUMENTA, this one was made to be seen.
The contribution of the Helsinki-based performance collective Other Spaces that accompanied the
Finnish Biennale exhibition, Falling Trees, added to this incipient trend the question of bodily mimesis of non-human life forms and imagination beyond anthropomorphism. With regard to Massimiliano Gioni's concept of the main exhibition – the exhibition as an assembly that offers a dream of an
all-embracing collection of knowledge – Other Spaces urged visitors to ask themselves whether it is
actually the human body that constitutes an "encyclopedic palace" par excellence. Isn’t the body itself
a multilayered archive of silent knowledge, both individual and collective, perhaps even from a phylogenetic perspective?

Employing a series of exercises that build on carefully developed bodily techniques, the Other Spaces
collective gains access to these latent layers of experience slumbering in our body. With their work,
they demonstrate that it is possible to undergo a transformation into non-human forms of being, such
as bats, worms, rays of the sun, or buildings. In and through the exercises, these hidden layers of our
existence become visible. In the wake of this peculiar process, a performance emerges – not the other
way around, as is the case whenever a performance aims at visual expression.

For an outside viewer, all of this remains
visibly invisible. Rather than ”anti-theatrical”,
these performances are ”a-theatrical”
The Other Spaces performance collective is committed to working with this leitmotif of existential
metamorphosis. Consisting of around 30 artists from several fields of the arts, the group meets regularly every week, since continuous physical training is one of the collective’s core working principles.
Even their performances often take the form of collective physical exercises in which the audience is
invited to take part. Here, unlike in performances where volunteers are sought from the audience, the
participation does not become a question of overcoming the fear of appearing on stage, since performing is cunningly disconnected from the expectations that tend to accompany any deliberate gesture of
displaying the body. The physical exercises strive to undo the stage as we are used to knowing it. They
let the performance emerge from the world’s unobtrusive transformation into a stage. In the process,
our very appearance shows budding traits of an unsettling performance, and, in its own innermost
strangeness, our human shape and state of being starts to become permeable to other states, shapes and
spaces. For an outside viewer, all of this remains visibly invisible. Rather than "anti-theatrical", these
performances are "a-theatrical".
I would like to end by confessing that even if my primary area of interest is the visual arts, the most
perplexing visual experience that I can recall comes from the theatre. It took place in 2009 in Julius
Elo's performance Dialogues. The performance situation was set up to provoke discussion on the role
of ethics and sense experience in a performance. The participants were given the possibility to construct their own personal performance together with the performers. I ended up being hugged by a harlequin. If I would have had the critical distance, I would probably have seen my own image reflected
in his pupil at a distance of a few inches – but I didn't. I only saw his distant gaze. Now, afterwards, I
can recall: in this image of embracing, the beholder was thoroughly held. Could one ever come closer
to the experience inscribed in the word “theatre”, derived from the Greek theasthai ('to behold')?
Mika Elo
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Soon the Time Will Come (Pian koittaa aika) | Riihimäki Theatre 2012 | Director
Maiju Sallas | Stage and lighting designer and projections Kalle Ropponen |
Costume designer Tiina Joutsen | Photo Uupi Tirronen

Hamburger Börs | Turku City Theatre 2010 | Director Maiju Sallas | Stage designer
Jani Uljas | Lighting designer and projections Kalle Ropponen | Costume designer
Pirjo Liiri-Majava | Photo Robert Seger

Lighting Designers’ View
Kalle Ropponen
Minna Tiikkainen
Heikki Paasonen
Pietu Pietiäinen
Nanni Vapaavuori
How would you describe yourself as a lighting designer?
Kalle Ropponen: In my work, I emphasise a focus on content and a sense of community. Because I
have a strong specialisation in speech-based theatre, for me a focus on content means supporting and
underlining the performance dramaturgy with my own artistic instrument, with light. Even though
lighting design is absolutely an aesthetic instrument, in my own artistic work I see it primarily as a
dramaturgic tool: for me, lighting design in the performing arts corresponds in a lot of ways to editing
in cinema. To me, the cropping, focusing, cutting and rhythmic potentials of lighting design are some
of the most interesting dramaturgic material for stage works, alongside the text and the actors’ work.
By a sense of community, on the other hand, I mean the classic striving for integral works of art.
I don’t feel like I’m at my best in the works of strong auteur directors. I’m bad at realising someone
else’s ideas as my own, or taking a strong, independent, and distinctive role in works without functioning reciprocal dialogue among content producers. The importance of a functioning dialogue-based
connection is highlighted in the way I work. The observations, thoughts, and comments of others are
an essential part of my design process. When the shared goal is sufficiently clear and distinct on an
artistic level, with the best end results we can achieve that state called an integral work of art: each of
the distinct elements of the work melds into a single whole where there’s no need or even possibility to
point out any individual artists or disciplines. This is the sort of process and end result I strive towards.

I’m clearly a child of “the North”, and I often hear
comments about my lighting designs being “Nordic.”
What does minimalism mean in your work?
Minna Tiikkainen: I don’t consciously try to execute any specific artistic orientation or style, but if
we think of minimalism as referring to simplicity or to the spare use of light, I might recognise my
own work from that description. I am not, however, opposed to illusions, in other words in my work
I don’t try to avoid the creation of moods or “narrativeness”. It’s more that I see myself as having a
preference for restraint, if its opposite is understood as “richness” or “abundance”.
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ZOO | Zodiak – Center for New Dance 2014 | Concept, dramaturgy and direction
Katariina Numminen | Choreography Anna Maria Häkkinen | Stage and costume
design Paula Koivunen | Lighting designer Minna Tiikkainen | Sound designer
Jouni Tauriainen | Photo Elina Brotherus

Sekunda | Helsinki City Theatre 2010 | Director Viktor Drevitski | Stage designer
Alisha Davidow | Lighting design and projections Nanni Vapaavuori | Sound designers
Ari-Pekka Saarikko and Miika Storm | Photo Charlotte Estman-Wennström

It’s true that in my work lighting isn’t very expressive, but I also don’t strive to be neutral or rigidly
realistic. On the other hand, I don’t see why lighting shouldn’t live its own life alongside the other
elements of a performance, in other words, for me, expressiveness is allowed. I’ve been pretty cautious
about its use, however. For instance, I might highlight the movement of dance or the spatial effect
created by music with changes of a rapid intensity that the viewer senses as a tremor taking place
within the space as a whole, without necessarily being conscious that the movement is caused by light.
Why do you strive for this sort of “restraint”?
My view is that I pluck influences from the entirety of life surrounding me, and I observe it naturally
through my own self, dragging along my own history as a person. My reasons for striving for restraint
are identifiable in the work of many other people my age. Maybe something has happened in society
that makes me or us enjoy economy? Of course minimalism as an artistic orientation has affected and
shaped all art and culture, and thus my personal aesthetic conceptions and preferences, but I believe
that the Finnish love of the spartan springs from somewhere other than artistic orientations. I’m clearly
a child of “the North”, and I often hear comments about my lighting designs being “Nordic.” Aside
from simplicity, this is also evident in colour choices. An ambiance I experience as fresh and cosy
others experience as cold and distant. I believe I’m also manifesting something subconscious to myself
in my work.
I always work in a team. The artists that I work with are interested in investigating the fundamental
aspects of movement, space, or material. When I moved to the Netherlands in 2002, the trend in
contemporary dance shifted towards being as stripped as possible of theatricality, and everything was
strongly questioned. The role of lighting was to “be quiet”, discreet and atheatrical. This “trend” is
clearly shifting, and in the field of dance, lighting has once again been given room for self-expression,
but that “quiet decade” in lighting did its part to shape my approach to lighting and made my design
work seem “minimalistic”.
I’m relatively practical, and that can stem from the fact that I’ve done a lot of small-budget performances. I’m also meticulous about details, and because I don’t tour with my productions, I aim for
simple solutions that are easy to execute in different contexts.

Fire is an incomparably beautiful and powerful
element on the stage.
In many productions, you’ve done the scenography as well as the lighting design. What does this bring to your work – these two competencies in a single
person?
Heikki Paasonen: The scenic designs I do have often been an essential component of the lighting
design. Usually the motive for doing the set has sprung from a desire to create a favourable environment for the lighting or to use physical, scenographic objects, like reflective or diffractive surfaces, as
an integral element of the lighting design. In these cases, drawing a clear line between set design and
lighting design in the final work has been for all intents and purposes impossible. This doesn’t mean,
though, that the scenography is subordinate to the lighting, but rather that they exist in a kind of symbiosis. I try to create scenic designs that can be lit effectively and that take the limitations of lighting
into account. And it’s not only the lighting that benefits from this, but the scenography as a whole.
I also use the same dialogic method of creative compromise when the production has a dedicated scenographer and I act solely in the role of lighting designer. For me, this is the most fruitful way of doing
things, because two heads are often better than one.
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When I look at the designs for Mr Vertigo and Exit the King, I’m put in mind
of an attempt at a dreamlike state. Is that something that intrigues you?
Pietu Pietiäinen: The stage always has its own reality and laws that can be very different from those
off stage. I’m not talking about conventions or traditions. I don’t find those interesting in and of themselves, even though they’re always there at the back of my mind. Nor am I referring to the laws of
physics, which unfortunately also apply on stage, despite the fact that technical developments in the
fields of mechanics, light, sound, and video make it possible to pull off incredible tricks in the theatre,
especially if there are enough financial and technical resources behind the work. But spectacle art
doesn’t really interest me; I have a preference for “lo-fi illusions”, simple solutions, and economy.
Interesting stage art is born when the artistic team jointly succeeds in achieving a series of effective
overall images. Images in the broadest potential meaning of the word: situations encompassing sound,
music, smells, mood, people – in the same way dreams are “seen”, even though dreams speak to the
entire soul, not just the sense of sight.
In almost every case, by far the most important component of these images is the actor, and everything
else that happens/is sensed/is seen on the stage is in continuous interplay with the performer.
In terms of lighting, the timing rhythm is an essential element of this relationship, alongside the
rhythm of focus, composition, and image. Recently I’ve been lucky enough to be part of staged works
in which the goal of the artistic team has been the creation of a series of idiosyncratic, exceptionally
dreamlike and absurd images – as the result of the vision of a strong director (Andriy Zholdak), fruitful teamwork (Minna Leino), or something in between (Kristian Smeds). In each of these cases, the
director is a powerful visualist who in my mind specifically directs staged visualisations.
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Successful collaboration has demanded that the lighting be present in all rehearsals at an early a stage
as possible, because it’s extremely difficult to communicate about lighting and especially its rhythms
with anything other than “real” instruments. Words, sketches, and scale and 3D models pieced together
with a lot of effort may give only a pale hint as to the lighting and its rhythm in a staged work.
How do you use living flame as a source of light in performances?
Fire is an incomparably beautiful and powerful element on the stage. Its use should be a fundamental
right on every stage in the world. Despite its dangers, the theatre’s technical staff should concentrate
on facilitating the safe and controlled use of flame on stage and not by any means prohibiting it across
the board.

What does the fact that you also trained as an interior architect bring to your
work as a lighting designer?
Nanni Vapaavuori: In both architecture and the performing arts I’m interested in exactly the same
structures, rhythms, interrelationships of spaces and situations, dynamics, and transitions from one
space to another. Light in space and space in light.
As a lighting designer, I approach the space and how the space approaches the work. What the space
offers to be illuminated, the ways in which it opens up and is bounded. I find myself in constant movement as I seek different perspectives for the space from both inside and outside the space. Even when
I’m looking from the outside, I try to experience the space and the light from the inside as well, I want
to be surrounded by them. What’s intriguing are ways of being in light and space.
During a performance, situation is present and breathes both ways. As an artist, I’m already inside and
surrounded by the space and situation during the working process. And then during the performance,
the shared space opens up to the spectator.
More and more often, the performers and the audience don’t simply share a space, they can also share
a common lighting situation.

Exit the King (Kuningas kuolee) | The Finnish National Theatre 2013 |
Director Minna Leino | Stage designers Kati Lukka and Camilla Nenonen |
Lighting designer Pietu Pietiäinen | Sound designer Johanna Storm | Costume
designer Pirjo Liiri-Majava | Photo Stefan Bremer

Mr Vertigo | The Finnish National Theatre 2010 | Director and dramaturge Kristian
Smeds | Stage designer Kati Lukka | Lighting designer Pietu Pietiäinen | Sound designer
Ville Hyvönen | Costume designer Auli Turtiainen | Photo Antti Ahonen

What is the relationship between performance lighting and natural light?
Heikki: In my works, I’ve used some degree of light entering the performance space through windows. In those cases, the biggest challenge has been adapting the natural light to the stage lighting.
While so-called “theatre lighting” can be controlled and managed, natural light changes constantly
along with the weather, time of day, and season.
Even in those productions where there is no natural light in the performance space itself, it still has a
powerful affect on the way the audience experiences the lighting in the work. Everyone has probably
noticed how after a blindingly bright May day it’s difficult to concentrate on a piece of theatre, because
it looks dark and smudgy. The reverse is also true: in November, people have no problem concentrating on a long monologue performed in nothing but candlelight. This is because lighting is relative in
the extreme. We experience lighting as bright because it’s brighter than the lighting we experienced
just prior to it. The same goes for darkness and shadows: a relatively well-lit environment looks dark
after experiencing brightness.

Even though lighting design is absolutely an aesthetic
instrument, in my own artistic work I see it
primarily as a dramaturgic tool: for me,
lighting design in the performing arts
corresponds in a lot of ways to editing in cinema.
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Pietu: When it comes to colour rendition and colour saturation, no artificial light can compare to
natural light and the deep tones that can be seen in nature. With warm tones, of course we can get
close by wasting electricity and heating up Tungsten filaments in traditional stage lights. Technology is
developing, but the relationship is always going to be one of a pale copy of reality. In one way, accepting this is a convention of the theatre, as naturalistic or stylised sets imitating for instance sunlight or
moonlight are created frequently, even though the task is fundamentally impossible.
Nanni: We know how to read the lighting situations of the performance not only genetically, guided by
evolution, but also very much through our cultural conventions and agreed semiotic systems. The performance can make use of all of these referential relationships simultaneously. In this relationship, the
countless sources of light in our electrically illuminated habitat have already established themselves as
a certain sort of natural light in our current lives.
And considering the nature if our current relationship to natural, sun-generated light is interesting, too.
Is natural light a certain temperature of daylight, or what characteristics do we use to define natural
light? In nature, light is not always accessible. Natural light is also the rhythm of the year and the times
of day, it is being at the mercy of variations in the amount of light.
In outdoor spaces lit twenty-four hours a day, you don’t ever get to experience the brightness of the
moon, and the dimness and darkness of winter are no longer everyday experiences. In performance
situations, you can also approach natural light through darkness. The experience of darkness has been
so far removed from everyday life that by now there’s something primitive in it. Darkness gets under
your skin, it’s very physical. Uncontrolled, impermeable darkness is starting to be a rarer and rarer
natural experience.
Kalle: As a physical phenomenon, light is so primitive that it’s impossible not to take a stance on socalled natural light in lighting design. Throughout the ages, the sun and the times of day and changes

in season it creates have acted as symbolic and metaphoric frames of reference for various artistic genres. For a very long time, theatre lighting was limited to the skilful creation of the illusion of natural
phenomena on stage. Breaking away from realism has given a tremendous boost to the role of lighting
design.
In addition to time-/place-based dramaturgic narration, light has its psychological, architectural – or
in other words spatial – and rhythmic purposes, which means that something other than the characteristics of natural light may become one of the fundamental goals of lighting design. People consider
the white light (light containing waves from all the colours along the electromagnetic spectrum) of the
sun as well as the low-temperature light of fire natural and pleasant. This is easy to exploit in lighting
design; by manipulating the nearly unconscious human preference for so-called “natural” light, one
can emphasise the psychological nature, realism, and truth of content elements in the dramatic text. In
my own work, natural light also works as an endless source of inspiration. I photograph natural (light)
phenomena in order to enrich my ideas for stage lighting.

Does light move? (compared to events on the stage, the bodies performing)
Minna: The movement of light is an interesting question, as in nature it moves almost ceaselessly.
Also, in most performance situations, light moves more than where the spectator is directing their
attention. For the lighting designer, movement occurs, for instance, if the intensity or direction of the
light changes, in other words the source of light doesn’t need to move for light to create movement in a
space. Whether or not anyone notices it is a different matter, or whether attention needs to be drawn to
it, and this is one of the fundamental questions of the dramaturgy of lighting.
The premise for the performance GRIND was to examine the movement of light without so-called
moving lights, in other words motorised sources of light. In it, light is in constant and noticeable movement and stops only momentarily to breathe. The spectator cannot help but notice the movement of the
light and its impact on the spatial experience.
Another example I could mention is Keren Levi’s The Dry Piece, in which the theme of the performance was how women’s bodies have been used in the history of visualisation, advertising, etc. In the
execution, a dance performed by four nude women was projected live onto a transparent fabric at the
front of the stage, onto a scrim, and the audience watched both the physically present performers and
the projection. With this work, I designed the lighting for the performance event and the simultaneous
video image, meaning the role of the lighting as an “editor” was highlighted. The movement and
rhythm of the entire space relied very much on the lighting.

The countless sources of light in our electrically
illuminated habitat have already established themselves
as a certain sort of natural light in our current lives.
Heikki: Light moves with time, at least. This is one of light’s biggest strengths in terms of the scenography. Light is a very flexible material, specifically as measured on the chronological axis. Whereas a physical object on the stage, whether part of the set or costume design, demands a mechanical
change when you want to move it or change it into something different, light can be in continuous,
slow, gradual movement, in other words it “lives”. I don’t intend to imply that lighting is a better
component of the production than scenography, because lighting lacks the advantage of solid materials,
like physical concreteness and hapticness.
Of course, light can also physically move, but I find subtle changes in intensity, tone, or quality that
happen over time more interesting.
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The Hour of the Star (Tähden hetki) | Theatre Kolmas tila (3T) 2011 | Director Juha Malmivaara | Spatial designers Kalle Ropponen and Pirjo Liiri-Majava | Lighting designer
Kalle Ropponen | Costume designer Pirjo Liiri-Majava | Photo Robert Seger

Pietu: It’s totally possible to create a performance featuring a single static lighting situation where the
light doesn’t move, even in terms of it being lit or extinguished. But I see movement as an interesting
element. And by the movement of light, I mean first and foremost changes in focus, intensity, and direction and the tone and rhythm of these changes. Moving stage lights and video technology facilitate
a totally new kind of light swinging across the stage and to my mind suffer from serious inflation at
the moment. I think a designer should be every time able to firmly justify the use of the movement of
beams of light.
Nanni: Perception moves, changes, and lives. The most fascinating thing about light is its dynamics of
movement and perception. Natural light is in constant movement and mutation, but in a closed space
light is reflected and disseminated.
Kalle: The movement of light is an interesting question. Light is, after all, immaterial; it is the part of
the electromagnetic spectrum that is visible to the human eye. Immateriality means that, for instance, a
black-box stage has to have some physical material that the light strikes in order for the light to become visible. This is why the performer and the set are an essential part of the designed stage illumination. For me, light is moving when something on the stage is moving. We currently think of moving
light primarily as the narrow beams of motorised stage lights that theatrical smoke released into the air
reveals as moving lines of light. Of course this is moving light, of course, but for me the more interesting movement of light is the movement of physical objects on the stage and the light’s relationship to
this movement and its striking moving objects.

Natural light is in constant movement and mutation, but
in a closed space light is reflected and disseminated.
In productions, is lighting inside, outside, to the side, at the front, at the back?
Heikki: I see lighting as surrounding the performance. Or it’s more as if the performance takes place
inside the lighting. Every physical article on the stage, whether it’s a performer or an object, reflects
light into the spectator’s eyes. Without this light, we wouldn’t be able to see anything on the stage.
How prominent of a presence we want this lighting to have is completely situational. Is it enough for
the light to make something visible, or do we want the light itself to be the most visible thing?
We can then in turn imagine the lighting being hindmost or foremost. It’s impossible to deny,
however, that lighting is one of the most fundamental elements contributing to making the entire
performance “visible”.
Pietu: The performer is at the centre, light and darkness surround him or her. As with cinema, in the
conventions of spoken theatre we’re used to seeing the actor’s face and eyes in “beautiful” frontal
light, and this is a completely logical and justified need. Still, struggling against this convention and
trying to solve problems unconventionally is a fine endeavour.

The performer is at the centre, light and
darkness surround him or her.
Nanni: Light is in the same space as the performance.
The Lux Helsinki 2014 light event saw an exploration of where the perception of light is located.
There was a presentation of Juho Itkonen’s Hallucination Machine, a certain kind of Turrell-like optic
nerve stimulator, in which the light is brought right up to your closed eyelids. In this extremely mini-
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malised form of performance, the cyclical flash of small but powerful LEDs easily stimulated the optic
nerves through the thin skin of the eyelids. As the LEDs were resting against my eyelids, it was easy to
determine that they were outside myself and in front of my face, but the experience was something different. Perception did not form as an image in front of me; rather the organic structures created by the
light spread out into a space surrounding me.
Kalle: In my own work, I’m currently aesthetically interested in theatre where instead of constructing
some illusion, solutions are honestly visible. In several of my recent designs, I have allowed lightproducing equipment (which include of course things other than stage lights) to be an honest part of
the scenic design and the spatial solution. This solution was taken to its furthest in the Kolmas tila
production of Maankellot, where I didn’t use a light board or dimmers at all. The lighting design was
based on lamps that the actors turned on and off themselves with light switches and extension cords, as
well as allowing natural light into the space or blocking it from the space through the use of blackout
curtains. Not illusionary but honest and based on the actors’ actions, but still designed, thought-out
lighting.

How would you define the relationship of light and colours in performance
design?
Minna: I spend very little time thinking whether the lighting in a performance is natural, like, say,
”sunlight” or “realistic light”, but I might pay a lot of attention to whether or not a space looks artificial or unnatural. People usually notice exceptional lighting only if it feels strange or inappropriate. In
my own work, I’ve used colours pretty sparingly, as they’re very difficult specifically because of their
unnaturalness. So even if you’re not striving for naturalness, coloured light can take interpretations of
space or circumstances somewhere unintended. Simply the act of defining white light is challenging, if
not impossible.
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In recent years, strong basic colours have appeared in my works on more than one occasion, but in an
accentuating role, highlighting or underscoring the sense of time or accenting the musicality of the
work, like in Jefta van Dinther’s Plateau Effect. Nevertheless, I notice that little by little I’m moving
towards the use of stronger colours, and it could be that in my next works, audiences will be seeing
more of them. A few basic colours may enter Katariina Numminen’s work ZOO, which is currently
in process, but their use is related to the idea that animals don’t perceive colour the same way we do;
some animals have a broader spectrum of vision than we humans, while others have a more limited one.
In the lighting design for Mette Ingvartsen’s Artificial Nature Project, one of the goals was to emphasise that the performance environment was created by humans. The performance was based on the
movement and choreography of silver-coloured confetti, and we strove for strong associations in the
lighting design and use of material, to natural catastrophes for instance. In other words, on the one hand
we were referring to naturalness, but at the same time we wanted to highlight the falseness or artificiality
of situations. This was executed for instance through the unnaturalness of the direction of light or the
choice of colours. A strong, nearly monochromatic red, a single wavelength of light, created associations of fire as well as of an extremely artificial space. A white ambient light, which is usually experienced as natural, was executed with daylight fluorescent lights in four directions on the ground, and so
even though the colour-scape seemed normal or familiar, the direction of the light was as “unnatural”
as one could imagine, creating a clinical and even slightly frightening mood and tension in the space.
Heikki: I use a very restrained palette in my lighting designs. Roughly speaking, I try to use solely the
various temperatures of white light, from cold-toned light to tones that are perceived as warm. Sometimes I use one or at most two primary colours as accents, if appropriate for the dramaturgy of the
work. When lighting a set, I try to find neutral tones that effectively draw out the set’s colours and support the scenographer’s vision. When lighting actors and costumes, it can be a challenge to find tones
that look good on both the skin and the materials used in the costumes. And the fact that light’s tones

are just as relative as its intensity creates challenges of its own when it comes to balancing the colour
palette: lighting that is experienced as warm-toned is only so in relation to the previous situation. Of
course this use of contrasts is a powerful tool in creating the lighting dramaturgy of a performance.
Nanni: In nature, white light contains all colour tones. When tinting white light with coloured filters,
the desired part of the spectrum is cut out. There is no black-and-white light. If all colours are cut out,
the source of light will darken.
The newest sources of light have turned this palette upside down. With them, white light is aggregated
by combining bits sliced from different tones, and the aggregation doesn’t necessarily contain the entire range. The characteristics of the sources of light are multiplying dramatically, but at the same time
low-cost production and changes in light-source markets cut tones from the range of everyday colours
pretty arbitrarily.

I think one of the main tasks of lighting is to help the
spectator interpret the events on stage.
Kalle: Light is always colour. Light reproduces the wavelengths of one or more colours from the electromagnetic spectrum. The extreme is sunlight, whose light, which we perceive as white, contains the
wavelengths of all colours. That’s why all colours look bright and natural in sunlight. At the other extreme we have the oranges of monochromatic highway lamps, the ones that reproduce only the wavelength of that single colour and in the light of which no colours except orange look natural. Colour is
one of the alterable and controllable parameters of light, which makes it an designable and interesting
instrument for the stage. I myself use a pretty strong colour scale, but of course the use of colour must
always be adjusted in relation to the rest of the performance’s aesthetics and content.
Pietu: The tone of light and its ability to render colour determines all colours seen on the stage, so the
relationship is very codependent and complex. I traditionally have difficulties designing colours. I prefer to think in different shades of white, shadows, diffusion, the composition of the entire image, and a
very black-and-white ambiance, until the colours of light finally have to be decided.
Usually this takes place by experimenting with the scenographer, costume designer, makeup artist,
director, and different materials. Recently I’ve loosened up and dared, even in spoken drama, to use for
instance yellow and green tones, which I used to hate. Whole new worlds have opened up to me there.
But in most cases, less is more.

Lighting would appear to be an essential element of spatial design. How does
light turn a place into a space?
Minna: Of course all senses play an important role in experiencing space, but the role of light in creating space is probably incontrovertible, as without light, space cannot be sensed with the sense of sight.
How lighting creates space is, then, the big question that distinguishes lighting designers from each
other. We each have our own style and preferences, even if no one has categorised them. There are not
or in my mind should not be any rules for how lighting creates a space. Of course we’re taught different methods and ways of creating “good” lighting, which is critical, but rules are made to be broken...
Heikki: I don’t see lighting specifically as turning a place into a space. It’s true that lighting can show
a space in a different way than the way one is accustomed to seeing it or can direct the viewer to note
elements of a space that usually remain unobserved. Light can be also used to manipulate the scale or
mood of a space, meaning that in some situations it might appear as if “it’s the lighting that’s making
a place the space that it is”. In my experience, however, it is rare to be able to do spatial design using
lighting alone.
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The space and lighting designs that I have done in co-operation with my long-term collaborator Salla
Salin have often involved the meticulous cleaning of a space of everything extraneous, changing the
usual seating structure of the space into something more appropriate for the performance, and all sorts
of “invisible” manipulation of the space in order to achieve the impression of a minimalist and simply
lit space. In other instances, it has been necessary to emphasise the spatial and architectonic quality of
the lighting by using more unconventional sources of light than stage lights or by hanging the lights in
such a way that they themselves form a spatial, physical element for the work. And often what’s experienced as “pure light” actually demands a concrete element for the light itself to become visible.
Kalle: Lighting has a strong relationship to space due to its nature, which strongly highlights threedimensionality. It’s possible to highlight the three-dimensionality of an object’s architectural aspects by
shining light on it from different directions. This dramatically accentuates the spatial experience. When
you add to this the place-defining mood achieved partially through the use of light, one can say that
light is an essential element of the spatial experience. In addition to photographing natural light, I find
tours of old churches, for instance, a meaningful way of building up my bank of lighting ideas.
Medieval architects were masters at harnessing light as part of spatial design!

What sorts of dramaturgies have your lighting designs achieved (specific work/s)?
Heikki: I think one of the main tasks of lighting is to help the spectator interpret the events on stage.
Lighting lends a rhythm to the work and provides instructions for reading and understanding each
scene or part of the work. In traditional theatre, we’ve also gotten used to lighting telling the viewer
what time of day it is and so on, or offering clues as to where we are.
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I think the need for creating rhythm with lighting is particularly stressed in contemporary dance, where
light can powerfully structure the work, drawing a sort of arc across its entire duration. As a matter
of fact, I think that the lighting designer has to know how to put him- or herself in the position of the
spectator during the process of creating the work, to experience how the spectator understands the
work’s dramaturgy when seeing the work a single time and use the methods at his or her disposal to
further this understanding.
There’s no need for these methods to be in any way obvious, but even small structural clues help the
spectator. For instance, in Milja Sarkola’s Family Member, the lighting design was divided into three
roughly parts: those scenes that took place in the foreground and were spoken directly to the audience
without visualised sets were lit with a very neutral, “lecture hall – type” lighting to emphasise that
those scenes are happening here and now. The podium in the middle of the stage was lit to be exaggeratedly bright white and gallery-like, underlining the room-like nature of the space, because it was used
most often as a home where psychological and emotional well-being was lacking. And then at the back
was a dark and moody “stage world” of chandeliers and footlights, in which the production’s actorfather was completely within his own element. During the only scene in which the daughter stepped
into the father’s world at the end of the performance, a strong blue backdrop lit up; the only coloured
light used during the entire performance.
Pietu: In the production of Ionesco’s Exit the King, things are deteriorating and falling apart in the
king’s throne room and realm – just like they are on the Willensauna stage, which was built at the
National Theatre of Finland in the 1950s, where the play is being performed and really is in desperate
need of a remodel. For this production, I built one of the stage lights to create its own lighting dramaturgy:
1) The stage light falls three feet or so from the ceiling and remains hanging there from a safety wire/
electrical wire. The light flickers and crackles but stays lit.
2) The stage light pops and goes out. The small explosive charge causes a small cloud of smoke in addition to the flash and the noise.

For Those Who Have Time | Zodiak – Center for New Dance 2012 | Choreography Maija Hirvanen | Stage and lighting designer Heikki Paasonen | Photos Uupi Tirronen

3) The same light crashes to the floor of the stage.
This three-part one-lamp dramaturgy nicely mimics the structure the entire ninety-minute performance.
Nanni: Changes in lighting situations create their own rhythm and choose their own cut-points alongside the work’s other rhythms. My view is that when working with other independent artists, several
different dramaturgies or rhythms are breathing side by side in the work.
I like spending time in the performance space. I walk around it, looking for windows and doors, passages, paths, entrances and exits, structures and materials, covered windows and views opening up
behind curtains and walls. Where the light directed at the stage ends, which surfaces absorb it and
which ones reflect it.
What kinds of image cropping is used and when to open up the space depends on the artistic team
and the way we work together. Does the light follow the performer, or does the space look different
depending on where you’re looking from? We’ve also done works where the entire process has been
sparked by a focus on the spatial experience. The lighting design affects the visualisations through
which the audience sees the work. How the performance space is offered to be experienced by the
artists and experiencers, the performers and the spectators.
If the performance takes place on a stage, the view generally opens towards the audience and the space
is lit to appear as a set lit from one direction. The image looks totally differently from the audience
than from the stage, where the heat of the lights and controlling the glare can be a physical challenge
for the performers. So lighting design also affects how the artistic team and the performers see the
work.
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In theatre spaces, the spectating places are often pre-defined; the audience is watching from the auditorium, the performer from the stage towards the stage lights; the lighting designer’s spot has traditionally been located furthest outside the space, at the back of the auditorium. It’s good to examine the entity
from the outside, but for me it’s important to spend time inside and surrounded by the performance
space.

So lighting design also affects how the artistic team and
the performers see the work.
Relatively infrequently when I’m a spectator I find myself in the same space as the performer, but
sometimes the performers and the audience don’t just share the same space, they also share the same
lighting situation. When the same lighting situation surrounds both the spectator and the performer, the
space may look the same to both of them.
Kalle: The preliminary planning for Seppo Parkkinen’s fine play Mot vintergatan (“Towards the
Milky Way”, Åbo Svenska Teatern 2002) began when Seppo started writing the performance script. In
other words, we worked on the design as an artistic team in which ideas about space, lighting, aesthetics, and content could still affect a manuscript that was just at the idea stage.
The performance told of the friendship between Hagar Ohlsson and Edith Södergran and the modern
conception of art of the 1920s literary group the Flame Bearers. My lighting-aesthetic idea of using
incandescent lights to depict both the starry sky as well as the sea of light that was the metropolis of
Berlin ended up as part of the dramaturgy of Seppo Parkkinen’s play; looking at the night sky, Hagar
Ohlsson experienced the same sensation of freedom as when she traveled to the great metropolis’ sea
of light. The lighting concept even had an impact on the final name of the work.
I’ve had the opportunity to be a member of the artistic team in a number of other of works dramatised
and written by Seppo Parkkinen. In several of them, we’ve had the privilege of starting from the same,

ideal starting point, where the final dramaturgy has only been at the synopsis stage as we begin our
preliminary design work, which means that aesthetic ideas have been able to offer direct dramaturgic
premises or at least have a significant impact on the dramaturgy being created.
Designers spoke to Sari Havukainen
Lighting designer Minna Tiikkainen (b. 1969) began experimenting with light while studying
the fine arts. Her fascination with its immaterial quality led her to enrol in the lighting design
programme at the Theatre Academy Helsinki, where she received her MA in 2002. She then
moved to Amsterdam, forging an international career in the performing arts. Her work is
described as powerfully minimal, and is valued particularly for its significance in terms of the
totality of the performance. She has worked with artists such as Nicole Beutler, Jefta van
Dinther, Mette Ingvartsen, Keren Levi, and Kate McIntosh. In 2013, Tiikkainen was
awarded the prize for the year’s best lighting design by the Union of
Lighting and Sound Designers in Finland.

Heikki Paasonen (b. 1976) is a Helsinki-based lighting designer. He received an MA in theatre

arts from the department of lighting and sound design at the Theatre Academy Helsinki in 2003.
He also studied lighting design at the Hong Kong Academy
for the Performing Arts in 2001-2002.
Paasonen’s spatial and often minimalist lighting designs have been seen in the contemporary
dance works of Sanna Kekäläinen, Maija Hirvanen, Eeva Muilu, Jenni Kivelä, Jana Unmussig,
and Deborah Hay. When it comes to theatre, his most important
collaborator is the director Milja Sarkola.
In 2012, Heikki Paasonen was awarded the prize for the year’s best lighting design
by the Union of Lighting and Sound Designers in Finland as well as
a Finland Prize by the Ministry of Education and Culture.

Petteri ”Pietu” Pietiäinen (b. 1966) is a lighting designer who lives and works in Helsinki.

He received his MA from the Theatre Academy Helsinki in 1999. Theatres he has worked at
include Takomo Theatre, Ryhmäteatteri, Smeds Ensemble, and the Finnish National Theatre, and
he has additionally designed lighting for concerts, contemporary dance, operas, and art exhibits.
He is also a professional DJ and sound designer.

Nanni Vapaavuori (b. 1969) is a Helsinki-based lighting designer who received her MA from

the department of lighting and sound design at the Theatre Academy Helsinki. In addition to
works for the stage, she has worked extensively with site-specific works, designed lighting for
museums and exhibitions, and executed several spatially inspired works
in collaboration with various artistic groups.

Master of Theatre Arts Kalle Ropponen (b. 1977) is a lighting designer and scenographer,
whose areas of professional interest include both modern Finnish drama as well as conventionbreaking experimental and visual performance art that traverses the interface of performance and
installation. Ropponen is one of the founding members of the group Kolmas tila – 3T.
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Pinta | WHS and Zero Gravity Company 2013 | Concept Salla Hakanpää and working group | Direction Ville Valo | Sound designer Tuuli Kyttälä | Stage and costume designer
Anne Jämsä | Lighting designer Ainu Palmu | Co-production CIRKO – Center for New Circus | Photo Jouni Ihalainen

The Politics of
Shared Spaces
in Finnish
Performance
Design

Finnish scenographers and costume, lighting, sound, and video designers are finding themselves
working in a fascinating zone in the field of critical and reflective design. Works are being executed as
performances, installations, street events, or other performative events.
The common factor in the ethos of these designers’ work is an interest in artistic research; many of
these artists think and examine the impact of the design elements in performance on a theoretical as
well as a practical level. Performance designers are critical thinkers who often seek out collaborative
processes, devising and inter-disciplinary artistic teams. They are not necessarily primarily engaged in
creating theatre performances, but rather multi-dimensional performative or staged events that continuously explore and question the boundaries of the discipline and its professions.
The thinking of the performance designer can be compared to the ways in which British social scientist
and geographer Doreen Massey’s examines space. The social relationships between people create and
construct spaces; society becomes a spatial construction. According to Massey, our way of conceptualising and understanding the world around us takes place through space. Massey’s thinking stresses on
the one hand materialism, on the other presence – the very traits inherent to a performance. It is precisely questions of this nature that performance designers find themselves grappling with.
This type of design is a matter of shared expertise, in which traditional hierarchies and professional
borders are broken down and boundaries of gender and nationality are crossed. These professionals
travel, work in joint productions, produce articles in foreign languages, and are more internationally
mobile than previous generations.

No gender blindness, moving away from hierarchies
In Finland, the field of performance design is also interesting from the perspective of gender. The
profession of scenographers in particular has grown more predominantly female: of 141 scenographers
who are union members, 92 are women. Costume design has traditionally been a female-dominated
field, and continues to be: of 100 costume designers, only 8 are men. There is little gender segmentation among lighting designers: 33 men and 23 women work in the field. Of sound designers, 34 are
men, 5 are women. In addition, there are those who work in multiple roles: of these 9 are men, 2 are
women. About half of all of these artists are permanently contracted to a theatre. Yet the numbers do
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not reveal whether vertical segmentation occurs in this field, whether women and men have different
statuses in the hierarchy. Is it more likely that a scenographer with a permanent contract at a major
institutional theatre is a man? Is there evidence of the “pink velvet ghetto” phenomenon, in which the
practical consequences of a higher proportion of women in a field include lower status, lower wages,
and lower opportunities for advancement? Will men abandon fields in which women achieve the
majority, in which case status and salaries in the field will also decrease?

This type of design is a matter of shared expertise,
in which traditional hierarchies and professional
borders are broken down and boundaries of
gender and nationality are crossed.
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As in other disciplines, the notion of artistry as an element of identity is under continuous negotiation.
Designers have exposed and dismantled various invisible hierarchies. In performance design, authorship and artistry are manifest as social rather than individual activities. It is the representatives of this
particular profession that have aimed criticism at hierarchical professional roles. In her dissertation
on the work of the scenographer, Where There’s a Will, There’s a Way – the Role and Position of the
Scenographer, Reija Hirvikoski stresses the notion of working pairs. She outlines a new job description and artistic role for scenographers as well as alternative perspectives on hierarchical working
relationships. In his dissertation Done Differently, Seen Differently – On Changes in Lighting Design in
the Performing Arts, Tomi Humalisto tackles (hidden) assumptions, hierarchies, and approaches in the
field of lighting design. For Humalisto, collaboration based on a relationship of equality among
artists is doing things differently. Collaborative working methods are about collective expertise, which
he terms shared design.
Also at issue is the relationship between the completed work and artistic process. The process by
which the work takes shape is considered as important as the end result. Many artists work in communities in which design is anchored in broader contexts and active dialogue with other members of the
community involved in the process.
In the field of performance, the performer’s work is approached through different questions and goals
than in so-called traditional text-centred theatre. Theatre is not necessarily bound solely to its essential expressive instrument: the agent of humanity, the living human. Some performances continue the
traditions of the avant-garde, stressing the materialism of the both the body and other components and
liberating the actor from the shackles of text-centred thinking. As semiotic events, performances and
performative events are growing more and more multi-dimensional – and this development opens up
wholly new opportunities for performance designers.
Hanna Helavuori

Performance
Design:
Expanding
Scenography &
Multiplying
Its Stages
Scenography is a scrap of social space not a scrap-heap on the social stage.
Tomáš Žižka in Pamela Howard’s What is Scenography?
As an interdisciplinary model performance design considers how design artefacts – whether objects, materials, images, gestures, garments or environments – are inextricably bound to performance through notions
of embodiment, action and the event in which stories are told, forces are harnessed and roles are played
out. In considering the participatory role of a co-creative audience, this fluid & emerging field provides a
critical tool for reflecting and challenging worldviews.
Hannah/Harsløf: Introduction to Performance Design

Scenography has its roots in ancient Greek theatre and, by the Renaissance, integrated perspectival
stage scenery and performers with the existing architecture occupied by an audience arranged around
an ideal view. As ‘spatial scripting’ it strongly influenced urban, rural and domestic planning, rendering
the designed world theatrical. However, over the centuries, it tended to focus on a constructed scene
created solely within the controlled environment of a prescribed (and therefore pre-scripted) stage,
burdened by regulations and expectations for which scenographers design. Nevertheless, over the last
century, through continuing developments from representation to presentation – from the mimetic to
the authentic, from stagecraft to artistry – contemporary scenography has become interdisciplinary,
intercultural and interactive: thereby occupying a productive place in-between the conventional theatre
and life’s multiple stages where perceptual and imaginative shifts can occur.
This break with the traditional conception of ‘scenography’ as the framed perspectival scene, has led
to the evolving notion of ‘performance design’ as an experience orchestrated through the interplay of
shifting sensory dynamisms in which the designer takes on a more constructive directorial role.
Designers (who are multiple, playing with various media) have greater opportunities to move beyond
the conventionally staged theatrical scene: emerging from the shadows that bound them to serving
director and text, and into the light where they can be actively present performer-artists; instigators
of, and collaborators in, the event. This new role is more appropriate in a world that, as performance
theorist Jon McKenzie states, “has become a designed environment in which an array of global
performances unfold”. The complexity of our contemporary condition, where it’s difficult to separate
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the theatrical from the socio-political, could therefore be understood through performance design as a
critical tool: providing a means of isolating, evaluating and understanding the proliferation of multiple
historical, aesthetic and quotidian performances played out locally and globally. In this post-postdramatic environment, design can ‘act out’, detonating the framed scene into a landscape of possibilities. Leaving the dark and disciplined confines of the proper stage, scenographers are also affirming
themselves as artists, where their work not only serves the event created by a team of performancemakers, but also allows them to express their own ideas about space, time, community, technology and
our current circumstances.
Performance design doesn’t discount stage scenography, but includes it while embracing a wider range
of event models (online and offline), encouraging us to consider how we perform in our daily lives. In
English the word performance relates to how things (cars, markets, communities, individuals) function
on measurable and manageable levels: as McKenzie says we ‘Perform or Else’ through social expectations – anticipated, coded and regulated ways of operating and behaving. The term ‘performance’ is
therefore aesthetic, strategic and technical. However, the strength of our vocation – designing performance and performing design – is that it has many terms, none of which we can agree on: scenography,
theatre design, stage design, scenic design or performance design. This is a positive thing because it
renders the field multiple and shifting: always in flux; always becoming.
Dorita Hannah, Professor of Practice: Aalto University School of Arts, Design, and Architecture
www.doritahannah.com
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TINFO co-operates with professional theatre artists, theatre producers, festival directors, agencies and theatre
organisations in Finland and abroad.
TINFO facilitates artistic networks by organizing events, seminars, workshops, drama readings and showcases
in co-operation with different partners.
TINFO produces theatre information and statistics on Finnish theatre.
TINFO provides material and advice on mobility, international networks, artist exchanges and Finnish theatres
and artists.
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TINFO co-operates with other performing art information centres: Dance Info Finland (www.danceinfo.fi) and
CircusInfo Finland (www.sirkusinfo.fi).
TINFO also takes part in various international networks, including IETM – International Network for Contemporary Performing Arts and ITI – International Theatre Institute. TINFO is the Finnish centre of the ITI.
TINFO admits annually 15–20 translation grants for new translations of Finnish plays which have a production
plan of staging.

Ask us for information about international mobility and Finnish:
● touring theatre companies and performances
● new drama in translation
● theatre contacts
● theatre statistics
TINFO News / TINFO e-News:
● a magazine on Finnish theatre in English, view it on our website: www.tinfo.fi/en
● a newsletter, to subscribe write us at: tinfo@tinfo.fi
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